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What are they?  
An extraordinary entertainment spectacle. 

As visitors step through a blanket of swirling mist, a 

world unknown awaits them. All around are visions  

of mystery, as men ingest steel and women bend  

in two. The Circus of the Bizarre is an abnormal big 

top experience awash with awe-inspiring acts. 

Roll up, folks! 

How do they work?  
This is a completely flexible event. Either in a classic 

circus ‘big-top’ layout, or acting as the central 

entertainment throughout a gala dinner – this circus 

is a mystical, mesmerising and memorable affair.  

Certainly one to shock and surprise those who ‘have 

done it all before’. With the sky being the limit, by 

deciding on which combination of acts to include 

you essentially design the ambience of the occasion. 

Whether it is family friendly, hedonistic or something 

much more sinister, you are the architect of your 

event.  

If something has been dreamt up, we can provide it. 

A host of performers will be available, including sword 

swallowers, snake dancers, fire illusionists, 

contortionists, alternative dancers, jugglers, a myriad 

of stilt acts or acrobats. For a darker feel include skin 

stretchers, body pierce acts, a bed of nails or folk 

using angle grinders on themselves (like we said, 

if something has been dreamt up…). 

How the event progresses is really up to you; a  

zany troop of assorted performers could meet  

your guests outside a venue to act as ushers,  

whilst the pied piper coaxes the crowd toward  

the venue! Outside the entrance guests could  

walk past groups of seductive dancers, human 

statues, mime artists and all manner of  

costumed tom-foolery. 

Passing through dry ice from smoke machines  

and into the venue, there may be wandering 

performers interacting and mingling with the  

crowd. Spot lit podiums allow acts to be clearly 

visible. Placed among tables, the acts regularly 

swap podiums, giving seated guests a personal 

close-up of each performance. 

A main stage may be used as the platform for  

main event acts. Be it Entwine - a group of aerial 

dancers suspended by lengths of silk,  

acro-balancers who strike physically impossible 

poses, or an exhilarating dance troupe. However 

you would prefer your circus, we arrange a totally 

magical event that transports your guests to a  

land of fantasy. 
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Who is it suitable for? 
 • Corporates 

 • Colleagues 

 • Families 

What are the benefits and outcomes? 
• Enjoyment and relaxation 

• A memorable evening 

• Team bonding and Improved loyalties 

Number of people 100 - Unlimited 

Duration 3 - 4 hours 

Venue / Logistics Indoor and/or outdoor 

What we supply 

Lighting, AV equipment, MC host, all performers and everything necessary 

for the requirements of the venue. Pre event planning and on site 

management. 

Pricing On application. 

Health and safety 
Risk Assessed & £10million Public & Product Liability and Professional 
Indemnity Insurance 

Timing and Logistics: 

Circus of the Bizarre 
Enhancements  

• Augment the atmosphere through the use  

 of pyrotechnics or confetti cannons 

• Follow the performance with additional  

 evening entertainment 

• After dinner - tarot readers, fortune tellers, head 

 masseurs, poets, comedians and side stalls 

• An assortment of peculiar props to heighten  

  the feeling of mystery 

• Include dinner and bar accessories like  

 chocolate fountains and vodka ice luges 

• An after dinner disco – with costumed stilt  

 walkers to start off the dancing! 


